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PRO DIESEL SERIES

MULE PRO-DXT™ EPS LE

MULE PRO DIESEL FAMILY
Kawasaki is proud to introduce the newest additions to the expanding line of

in its class, the Kawasaki MULE PRO Diesel family is built strong to work hard. Utilize

class-leading MULE™ PRO side x sides – the MULE PRO Diesel Series. The

the capability of the MULE PRO-DX and MULE PRO-DXT at the job site, with the

MULE PRO-DX™ and MULE PRO-DXT™ vehicles offer the rugged capability

ability to move gear, tools, materials and even people with the six-passenger capacity

and versatility of a MULE PRO side x side, and the hard-working muscle of a

of the MULE PRO-DXT Trans Cab™. Power through your workday more efficiently while

993cc diesel engine. With a 1-ton towing capacity and the largest cargo bed

enjoying the comfort and refinement of MULE PRO Diesel side x sides.

FLEX SOME DIESEL MUSCLE
At the heart of the most powerful, most capable Kawasaki MULE™ PRO Diesel side x
sides is a strong and efficient inline three cylinder diesel engine. Built strong to take
on your toughest jobs, the all-new 993cc diesel engine of the MULE PRO-DX™ and
MULE PRO-DXT™ produces over 38 lb-ft of torque for abundant towing power and
strong reliable hill climbing capability. A productive top speed helps ensure maximum
efficiency throughout your day. Not only is this engine powerful and capable but it is
also highly durable and fuel efficient, resulting in a low cost of operation. The diesel
engine provides workable power delivery at relatively low RPM’s resulting in high fuel
efficiency and reduced stress and wear on internal components.
Through a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with high range and low range
the diesel engine and drivetrain produces smooth and responsive power with switch
activated, dash-mounted, selectable 2WD/4WD and differential lock to help ensure
maximum traction over varying terrain. Predictable maneuvering, steady towing and
smooth natural feeling engine braking on descents are a few of the benefits of this
engine and drivetrain system.
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MULE PRO-DX EPS LE
™

DIESEL ENGINE | LARGEST CARGO BED IN CLASS | EPS | TILT STEERING | SUN TOP | LED HEADLIGHTS

POWER ON DEMAND
The MULE PRO-DX™ side x side line-up has the strong dependable diesel engine performance to
efficiently tackle your most demanding jobs. The diesel engine and Continuously Variable Transmission
(CVT) work in harmony to deliver responsive throttle and power that is smooth, strong and unrelenting.
This dual range transmission provides effective power delivery for a wide range of driving situations
and conditions. Low range utilizes full engine torque for a strong low-end power delivery that is
ideally suited for towing, hauling, and climbing, whereas high range is optimal for cruising the property
or quickly moving to the next job site. Switch activated, dash-mounted, selectable 2WD/4WD and
differential lock help to ensure maximum traction when the terrain demands it.
The high-output 55-amp generator provides the electrical capacity to easily operate numerous powered
accessories, such as a winch, stereo, lights, and charge devices, such as cell phones and GPS. Get
behind the wheel of a MULE PRO-DX side x side for the power to improve your productivity and push
hard through your workday.

Timberline Green

Timberline Green (Shown)

Dark Royal Red
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MULE PRO-DX EPS LE
™

DIESEL ENGINE | LARGEST CARGO BED IN CLASS | EPS | TILT STEERING | SUN TOP | LED HEADLIGHTS

BRED TO WORK
CLASS-LEADING CARGO BED DIMENSIONS
With a massive 20 sq. ft. of cargo bed space (largest in its
class) and the ability to take on a 1,000-pound maximum
cargo bed load, the MULE PRO-DX™ side x side is a capable
workhorse. The rugged steel-floor-based cargo bed has
the size and strength to accommodate level loading and
unloading of a standard wooden pallet (40” x 48”).

HALOGEN AND LED HEADLIGHTS
Both halogen and LED headlights are standard equipment
on the MULE PRO-DX™ EPS LE model. Bright 55/60W
halogen headlights with low and high-beam settings are
complemented by high-output LED headlights. Light the night
with their combined power, or adjust for softer illumination in
snowy or foggy conditions. Alter the lighting to your needs
with two separate dash-mounted rocker switches.

Timberline Green (Shown)

Super Black
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MULE PRO-DX EPS
™

LARGEST CARGO BED IN CLASS | EPS | TILT STEERING

ALL DAY DRIVING COMFORT
TILT STEERING
Simple accommodations can add up to a much more comfortable day at the
office, which is why every MULE™ PRO Diesel series vehicle offers the comfort
and versatility of tilt steering. The steering wheel can be manually adjusted and
offers a stepless range of approximately 34 degrees. Set the steering wheel
position to best suit your preference, or tilt the wheel up and out of the way
when entering or exiting the vehicle. The overwrapped steering wheel offers
a cushioning grip for improved comfort, and a quality feel that is reflected
throughout the entire MULE PRO Diesel series.

SPACIOUS CABIN
Feel comfortable during a long day of work in the spacious cabin of a MULE
PRO-DX™ side x side. With room to comfortably seat three adult-sized occupants
in a single row, the MULE PRO Diesel vehicles provide generous head-room,
shoulder room, and leg-room, and also provide sturdy grab handles for
passengers. The MULE PRO-DX side x sides also have thick plush seats
that are comfortable and durable along with easy entry and exit doors.

COMFORTABLE RIDE
Independent front and rear suspension provide not only optimal
traction, but also an incredibly comfortable ride. Advanced suspension
components are tuned to offer optimum handling and a smooth,
confident ride whether you’re carrying a light load or at maximum cargo
capacity. The suspension system utilizes rubber bushings at the A-arm
and rear knuckle connections for premium durability.

EPS
The Kawasaki MULE PRO-DX side x sides are available with speed-sensitive
Electric Power Steering (EPS). The refined EPS system provides maximum
assistance at low speed for effortless maneuvering and reduced assist at
higher speeds. It also improves driver comfort by helping to dampen any
kickback transmitted from the wheels in rough conditions.

2016

MULE PRO-DX

™

LARGEST CARGO BED IN CLASS | TILT STEERING

BUILT STRONG TO WORK HARD
SOLID WELDED MAIN FRAME
At the core of the MULE PRO-DX™ series is the solid
welded main frame. Ladder-style construction protects
components, provides solid structure, and helps optimize
lateral and torsional rigidity for stable handling. A relatively
short wheelbase allows for a tight turning radius and
provides the agility to maneuver around obstacles. The
wide stance of the MULE PRO-DX series contributes
to its performance over rough terrain.

DISC BRAKES
Four-wheel hydraulic disc brakes on the MULE PRO-DX
side x sides provide power and smooth modulation for a
confident ride. Depend on strong and progressive braking
performance in a wide range of conditions whether
you are hauling heavy cargo or navigating through the
challenging terrain of a worksite.

DURABILITY
Bred to work and built to last, the MULE PRO-DX series
is engineered to endure the demands of the working
outdoorsman. Integrated inner wheel wells deflect
mud and debris away from the engine compartment
to help protect vital components. Electrical equipment
is mounted high in the chassis in a water-resistant
compartment for reliable durability while additional
undercarriage protection helps guard against terrain
hazards. Intelligent construction and superior durability
add up to a workhorse you can rely on day in and day
out, until all the work is done.

Super Black
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MULE PRO-DXT EPS LE
™

EPS | TILT STEERING | SUN TOP | LED HEADLIGHTS | TRANS CAB™ | REAR DC POWER OUTLETS

POWER AND VERSATILITY ON DEMAND
The MULE PRO-DXT™ side x side line-up utilizes the same engine and drivetrain as the MULE PRO-DX™
models, delivering strong dependable diesel engine performance to efficiently tackle your most demanding
jobs while adding the versatility of the exclusive three-to-six passenger Trans Cab™ system.
3-TO-6 PASSENGER TRANS CAB
The MULE PRO-DXT™ side x sides give you the power to transform your diesel utility workhorse from a single-row cargo
hauler into a six-passenger people mover. In three simple steps, one person can transform the vehicle in just one walk
around the vehicle, in about a minute, without needing any tools. Go from transporting equipment and supplies at the job
site to taking the family for a ride around the property with one easy conversion.

1

FIRST
Unclip seats and pull cargo bed
bars up.

2

SECOND
Push back rack and pull seat
into place.

3

THIRD
Clip in the cargo bed bars and
clip in seats.

Dark Royal Red
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MULE PRO-DXT EPS LE
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EPS | TILT STEERING | SUN TOP | LED HEADLIGHTS | TRANS CAB™ | REAR DC POWER OUTLETS

ALL DAY ADVANTAGE
COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Rugged capability doesn’t mean sacrificing comfort and convenience. Enjoy the spacious cabin of
the MULE PRO-DXT™ side x sides with room for up to six adult-size passengers. Thick cushioned front
and rear bench seats utilize stadium-style orientation adding to the comfort of the MULE PRO-DXT
series by maximizing head-room, leg-room and forward visibility for all passengers. Retractable
three-point seat belts and front and rear grab handles help provide a secure ride for your crew,
while 12-volt DC power outlets are among the useful amenities. Seat material is pliable even in cold
temperatures to ensure a comfortable ride when you need it most, while the rubber-mounted engine
reduces vibration for a smooth ride.

HALOGEN AND LED HEADLIGHTS
Both halogen and LED headlights are standard equipment on the MULE PRO-DXT EPS LE model. Bright
55/60W halogen headlights with regular and high-beam settings are complemented by high-output LED
headlights. Light the night with their combined power, or adjust for softer illumination in snowy or foggy
conditions. Alter the lighting to your needs with separate dash-mounted rocker switches to control LED
and halogen lights.

HAULING AND TOWING
The rugged steel-based cargo bed of the MULE PRO-DXT side x sides offers outstanding durability
and superior load distribution. In six-passenger mode, the MULE PRO-DXT has a 350-pound maximum
cargo capacity, and a 1,000 pound maximum cargo capacity in three-passenger mode. The MULE
PRO-DXT offers a powerful one-ton towing capacity to tackle just about any task. With its productive
top speed and abundant torque, the MULE PRO-DXT can efficiently transport a large crew, tools and
equipment, making it a versatile and productive
workhorse for any job site.

Dark Royal Red (Shown)

Timberline Green

Timberline Green (Shown)

Super Black
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MULE PRO-DXT EPS
™

EPS | TILT STEERING | TRANS CAB™

DRIVE WITH CONFIDENCE
EPS
MULE PRO-DXT™ EPS and MULE PRO-DXT EP LE
side x sides come equipped with the Kawasaki signature
Electric Power Steering (EPS) which provides a
sophisticated touch of control. The speed-sensitive EPS
system provides maximum steering assistance at low
speeds, and reduced assistance at higher speeds. This
intuitive design provides effortless steering at all speeds.
The EPS also helps dampen kickback transmitted from
the wheels, helping you maintain a steady grip on the
steering wheel, even in rough conditions.

BRAKES
Four-wheel disc brakes give the MULE™ PRO Diesel
Series the stopping capabilities to match its robust
power. Large 212mm discs with two-piston calipers
in front and single-piston calipers in the rear provide
strong progressive braking performance with smooth
modulation at the brake pedal. A dash-mounted
parking brake lever activates the parking brake to
help secure the vehicle when parked.

SUSPENSION
Ride in comfort and let the robust suspension of
the MULE PRO-DXT side x sides soak up bumps
and ruts. Independent front and rear suspension
offer a smooth and comfortable ride over rough
terrain. A-arm and rear knuckle connections have
rubber bushings to help provide optimum durability
and performance. Whether you’re towing, hauling,
climbing or maneuvering, depend on the smooth
IRS suspension system for a comfortable ride.

Accessorized Unit Shown. Accessories include:
Brush Guard, KQR™ Cargo Box, Plastic Roof, Rearview Mirror, Audio System, Rear
Bumper, KQR™ Accessories Mounts, KQR™ Half Windshield
All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos, and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.
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MULE PRO-DXT

™

TILT STEERING | TRANS CAB™

THOUGHTFUL ENGINEERING
FRAME AND ROPS
The rigid steel frame of the MULE PRO-DXT™ side x sides is the backbone of these capable
workhorses. The ladder construction of the main frame is optimized to help provide a stable ride,
nimble handling, maximum traction and protection of vital components. Combined with the Roll-Over
Protective Structure (ROPS), and a robust steel front bumper, the exterior of the MULE™ PRO Diesel
Series is the embodiment of Kawasaki STRONG. With protection and durability to match its rugged
capability, the MULE PRO-DXT vehicles confidently take on the toughest jobs.

MAINTENANCE AND ACCESS
Quick and easy access to service areas adds efficiency to performing routine maintenance.
Removal of the engine bay side panel requires no tools and provides easy access to the engine oil
dipstick, battery and air filter. The top panel of the front hood is also removable without the use of
tools and provides easy access to the fuses, ECU connection and engine cooling system reservoir.
The cargo bed easily tilts with assistance of a gas strut giving unobstructed access to the engine
compartment for cleaning and routine maintenance.

Super Black
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MULE™ PRO DIESEL SERIES
KAWASAKI GENUINE ACCESSORIES*

Kawasaki is proud to offer a variety of accessories to outfit your MULE™ PRO Diesel side x
side for your needs. Bring out the best in your diesel utility workhorse with any number of
Kawasaki Genuine Accessories, or with a recommended accessory package. Engineered
exclusively for the MULE™ PRO Series, Kawasaki Genuine Accessories provide an
integrated fit and easy installation without voiding your Kawasaki STRONG 3-Year Limited
Warranty.

HARD CAB ENCLOSURE PACKAGE
Don’t let the weather ruin your day. Strong enough to stand up to any job site
or challenging weather conditions, this Hard Cab Enclosure Package provides
in-cabin comfort and helps to protect occupants from the elements.

WARN® PROVANTAGE™ PLOW PACKAGE
Whether you’re working or taking a snow day, one of the most versatile tools
you can add to your MULE™ PRO Diesel Series side x side is a plow system.
This quality plow package adds versatility for tasks such as moving snow or
debris on the job.

RECREATION PACKAGE
When the workweek draws to a close, you can transform your MULE™ PRO
Diesel Series side x side into a weekend warrior. With the Recreation Package,
each accessory has been selected to help create a comfortable day on the
trail or anywhere else your adventures take you.

*Kawasaki warrants most accessories for 90 days from the date of purchase.
WARN®, the WARN logo and THE RED HOOK STRAP are registered trademarks of Warn Industries, Inc. ProVantage™ and Vantage™
are trademarks of Warn Industries, Inc.

Hard Cab Enclosure Package Shown. Accessories Include:
Hard Cab Enclosure – Roof , Rear Panel, Doors , Roof and Frame, Front Doors, Rear Doors, Side Mirrors, KQR™ Full Windshield – Glass, Heavy-Duty Springs

MULE PRO-DX™ EPS
Super Black
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MULE™ PRO DIESEL SERIES
KAWASAKI GENUINE ACCESSORIES*

HARD CAB
ENCLOSURE PACKAGE
• Hard Cab Enclosure – Roof 1
• Hard Cab Enclosure – Rear Panel1
• Hard Cab Enclosure – Roof and Frame 2
• Hard Cab Enclosure – Front Doors
• Hard Cab Enclosure – Rear Doors 2
• Side Mirrors – Set of Two
• KQR™ Full Windshield – Glass
• Heavy-Duty Springs 5

MULE PRO-DX™

MULE PRO-DXT™

WARN® PROVANTAGE™
PLOW PACKAGE
• WARN ProVantage Plow Mount
• WARN ProVantage Plow Blade
• WARN ProVantage Plow Base
• Winch 4
• Winch Mount
• Accessory Fuse Box

MULE PRO-DX™

All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos, and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.
WARN®, the WARN logo and THE RED HOOK STRAP are registered trademarks of Warn Industries, Inc. ProVantage™ and Vantage™ are trademarks of Warn Industries, Inc.

MULE PRO-DXT™

BUILD YOUR MULE™ SIDE X SIDE WITH THE ACCESSORIES BUILDER
ON YOUR COMPUTER OR MOBILE DEVICE AT KAWASAKI.COM
All accessories and pricing available online.

RECREATION PACKAGE
• Brush Guard
• KQR™ Cargo Box
• Plastic Roof
• Rearview Mirror
• Audio System1
• Rear Bumper 1
• KQR™ Accessories Mounts 3
• KQR™ Half Windshield1
• KQR™ Full Windshield - Plastic2

MULE PRO-DX™

MULE PRO-DXT™

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
Customize your MULE PRO-DX or MULE PRO-DXT Diesel side x side with a broad selection of Kawasaki Genuine Accessories to get the job done.

*Kawasaki warrants most accessories for 90 days from the date of purchase.
1 Available for MULE PRO-DX™ model only 2 Available for the MULE PRO-DXT™ model only 3 Two required 4 Winch choices include: 4500S WINCH, 4500 WINCH, 4000S WINCH, 4000 WINCH 5 Optional for MULE PRO-DX. Required for MULE PRO-DXT.
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MULE PRO DIESEL SERIES SPECS
™

MULE PRO-DX™ EPS LE

MULE PRO-DX™ EPS

MULE PRO-DX™

ENGINE

4-stroke diesel, 3-cylinder, OHV, liquid-cooled

4-stroke diesel, 3-cylinder, OHV, liquid-cooled

4-stroke diesel, 3-cylinder, OHV, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT

993cc

993cc

993cc

BORE X STROKE

74.0 x 77.0mm

74.0 x 77.0mm

74.0 x 77.0mm

COMPRESSION RATIO

23.5:1

23.5:1

23.5:1

MAXIMUM TORQUE

38.3 lb-ft @ 2400 rpm

38.3 lb-ft @ 2400 rpm

38.3 lb-ft @ 2400 rpm

FUEL SYSTEM

Bosch in-line injection pump

Bosch in-line injection pump

Bosch in-line injection pump

TRANSMISSION

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with High,
Low, Neutral, Reverse gears and engine braking

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with High,
Low, Neutral, Reverse gears and engine braking

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with High,
Low, Neutral, Reverse gears and engine braking

FINAL DRIVE

Belt converter, 2WD/4WD shaft

Belt converter, 2WD/4WD shaft

Belt converter, 2WD/4WD shaft

ALTERNATOR OUTPUT (MAX)

55 amp

55 amp

55 amp

FRONT SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Double wishbone / 8.7 in

Double wishbone / 8.7 in

Double wishbone / 8.7 in

REAR SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Double wishbone / 8.5/8.7

Double wishbone / 8.5/8.7

Double wishbone / 8.5/8.7

FRONT TIRES

26 x 9-12

26 x 9-12

26 x 9-12

REAR TIRES

26 x 11-12

26 x 11-12

26 x 11-12

FRONT BRAKES

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

REAR BRAKES

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

GROUND CLEARANCE

10.4 in

10.4 in

10.4 in

FUEL CAPACITY

7.9 gal

7.9 gal

7.9 gal

TURNING RADIUS

16.0 ft

16.0 ft

16.0 ft

ROLL OVER PROTECTIVE
STRUCTURE (ROPS)

ROPS meets the performance requirements of ISO
3471

ROPS meets the performance requirements of ISO
3471

ROPS meets the performance requirements of ISO
3471

CARGO BED DIMENSIONS (LXWXH)

54.1 x 53.3 x 11.0 in

54.1 x 53.3 x 11.0 in

54.1 x 53.3 x 11.0 in

CARGO BED CAPACITY

1000 lb

1000 lb

1000 lb

LOAD CAPACITY

1616 lb

1616 lb

1616 lb

SEATING CAPACITY

3

3

3

TOWING CAPACITY

2000 lb

2000 lb

2000 lb

LIGHTING

55W low 60W high/LED 10.2/20.4

55W low 60W high

55W low 60W high

FRAME TYPE

Steel tube ladder type

Steel tube ladder type

Steel tube ladder type

OVERALL LENGTH

133.3 in

133.3 in

133.3 in

OVERALL WIDTH

64.0 in

64.0 in

64.0 in

OVERALL HEIGHT

79.7 in

77.4 in

77.4 in

CURB WEIGHT

1841.2 lb**

1821.3 lb**

1808.1 lb**

WHEELBASE

92.3 in

92.3 in

92.3 in

INSTRUMENTS

Multi-function display includes digital speedometer,
fuel gauge, odometer, hour meter, clock, dual trip
meters

Multi-function display includes digital speedometer,
fuel gauge, odometer, hour meter, clock, dual trip
meters

Multi-function display includes digital speedometer,
fuel gauge, odometer, hour meter, clock, dual trip
meters

COLOR CHOICES

Timberline Green, Dark Royal Red

Timberline Green, Super Black

Super Black

WARRANTY

Kawasaki Strong 3 Year Limited Warranty

Kawasaki Strong 3 Year Limited Warranty

Kawasaki Strong 3 Year Limited Warranty

KAWASAKI PROTECTION PLUS™
(OPTIONAL)

12, 24, or 36 months

12, 24, or 36 months

12, 24, or 36 months

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied).
Specifications subject to change.

MULE PRO-DXT™ EPS LE

MULE PRO-DXT™ EPS

MULE PRO-DXT™

ENGINE

4-stroke diesel, 3-cylinder, OHV, liquid-cooled

4-stroke diesel, 3-cylinder, OHV, liquid-cooled

4-stroke diesel, 3-cylinder, OHV, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT

993cc

993cc

993cc

BORE X STROKE

74.0 x 77.0mm

74.0 x 77.0mm

74.0 x 77.0mm

COMPRESSION RATIO

23.5:1

23.5:1

23.5:1

MAXIMUM TORQUE

38.3 lb-ft @ 2400 rpm

38.3 lb-ft @ 2400 rpm

38.3 lb-ft @ 2400 rpm

FUEL SYSTEM

Bosch in-line injection pump

Bosch in-line injection pump

Bosch in-line injection pump

TRANSMISSION

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with High,
Low, Neutral, Reverse gears and engine braking

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with High,
Low, Neutral, Reverse gears and engine braking

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with High,
Low, Neutral, Reverse gears and engine braking

FINAL DRIVE

Belt converter, 2WD/4WD shaft

Belt converter, 2WD/4WD shaft

Belt converter, 2WD/4WD shaft

ALTERNATOR OUTPUT (MAX)

55 amp

55 amp

55 amp

FRONT SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Double wishbone / 8.7 in

Double wishbone / 8.7 in

Double wishbone / 8.7 in

REAR SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Double wishbone / 8.5/8.7

Double wishbone / 8.5/8.7

Double wishbone / 8.5/8.7

FRONT TIRES

26 x 9-12

26 x 9-12

26 x 9-12

REAR TIRES

26 x 11-12

26 x 11-12

26 x 11-12

FRONT BRAKES

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

REAR BRAKES

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

Dual Disc

GROUND CLEARANCE

10.2 in

10.2 in

10.2 in

FUEL CAPACITY

7.9 gal

7.9 gal

7.9 gal

TURNING RADIUS

16.0 ft

16.0 ft

16.0 ft

ROLL OVER PROTECTIVE
STRUCTURE (ROPS)

ROPS meets the performance requirements of ISO
3471

ROPS meets the performance requirements of ISO
3471

ROPS meets the performance requirements of ISO
3471

CARGO BED DIMENSIONS (LXWXH)

42.7 x 53.7 x 11.0 in (3 person), 22.0 x 53.7 x 11.0 in (6
person)

42.7 x 53.7 x 11.0 in (3 person), 22.0 x 53.7 x 11.0 in (6
person)

42.7 x 53.7 x 11.0 in (3 person), 22.0 x 53.7 x 11.0 in (6
person)

CARGO BED CAPACITY

1000 lb (3 person), 350 lb (6 person)

1000 lb (3 person), 350 lb (6 person)

1000 lb (3 person), 350 lb (6 person)

LOAD CAPACITY

1616 lb

1616 lb

1616 lb

SEATING CAPACITY

6

6

6

TOWING CAPACITY

2000 lb

2000 lb

2000 lb

LIGHTING

55W low 60W high/LED 10.2/20.4

55W low 60W high

55W low 60W high

FRAME TYPE

Steel tube ladder type

Steel tube ladder type

Steel tube ladder type

OVERALL LENGTH

133.3 in

133.3 in

133.3 in

OVERALL WIDTH

64.0 in

64.0 in

64.0 in

OVERALL HEIGHT

79.5 in

77.6 in

77.6 in

CURB WEIGHT

1931.6 lb**

1902.9 lb**

1889.7 lb**

WHEELBASE

92.3 in

92.3 in

92.3 in

INSTRUMENTS

Multi-function display includes digital speedometer,
fuel gauge, odometer, hour meter, clock, dual trip
meters

Multi-function display includes digital speedometer,
fuel gauge, odometer, hour meter, clock, dual trip
meters

Multi-function display includes digital speedometer,
fuel gauge, odometer, hour meter, clock, dual trip
meters

COLOR CHOICES

Timberline Green, Dark Royal Red

Timberline Green, Super Black

Super Black

WARRANTY

Kawasaki Strong 3 Year Limited Warranty

Kawasaki Strong 3 Year Limited Warranty

Kawasaki Strong 3 Year Limited Warranty

KAWASAKI PROTECTION PLUS™
(OPTIONAL)

12, 24, or 36 months

12, 24, or 36 months

12, 24, or 36 months

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied).

THE INDUSTRY’S STRONGEST
WARRANTY FOR THE WORLD’S
STRONGEST SIDE X SIDES
The Kawasaki STRONG 3-Year Limited Warranty is standard with every 2016 MULE™, Teryx® and Teryx4™ side x side.
Every machine we sell is backed up by the unrivaled engineering knowledge of Kawasaki Heavy Industries. So when
we say that our products are the strongest, we back it up with extreme confidence.

WARRANTY COMPARISON:

36
MONTHS
KAWASAKI

6

6

MONTHS

MONTHS

ARCTIC CAT

CAN-AM

12 12 12
MONTHS

HONDA

MONTHS

JOHN DEERE

Competitive warranty information obtained from manufacturers’ websites as of April 2015.

MONTHS

6

6

MONTHS

MONTHS

KUBOTA

POLARIS

YAMAHA

KAWASAKI

With over 130 years of Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. (KHI) engineering building the heaviest, most durable and complex machines on
the planet, Kawasaki STRONG is a name we can claim. KHI builds tunnel-boring machines that connect continents and trains that carry
millions of New Yorkers in and out of the city 24 hours a day, seven days a week. From these engineering monsters to the last bolt on the
MULE PRO-DXT™ side x side, KHI engineering says, over and over: Use me. Rely on me. I’m built to work.

BULLET TRAINS

MOTORCYCLE ENGINES

ROBOTICS

You already know KHI builds machines that move

Since KHI built its first motorcycle engine in 1953,

If robots are the future, then KHI has been shaping

people. But, did you know it also builds machines

it has never stopped pushing technology to arm

it since 1969 when the company built its first

that move thousands of people—all at once? We’re

riders with what they need to dominate the streets.

industrial robot. KHI continues to be a leader in

talking trains here. From New York City subway cars

Advanced engineering, exhaustive testing, and

the development of robots for a diverse number of

to Japan’s hyper-speed bullet trains, Kawasaki has

tireless passion go into every motorcycle every time

processes including assembly, handling, welding,

been in the business since 1906. Whether a 186-mph

rubber hits the road. From industry-first features to

painting and sealing. Kawasaki robot technology is

bullet train or a 1,441cc Ninja® ZX™-14R motorcycle,

the features that have evolved over a long history,

being used every day to manufacture motorcycles

KHI likes to believe that the technology that goes into

KHI’s innovations will never stop feeding the

and other products.

moving thousands of people has a positive influence

insatiable appetites of riders around the world.

on how it goes about moving just one.

MULE PRO-DX™ EPS LE
Dark Royal Red

WARRANTY
Every Kawasaki MULE™ side x side is backed with the Kawasaki STRONG 3-Year Limited Warranty. Ask your dealer for details
about the factory warranty and available extended coverage.
UP TO THREE YEARS ADDITIONAL COVERAGE
Let Kawasaki protect your new vehicle for years to come with Kawasaki Protection Plus™. This plan repairs or replaces most components free of charge if found defective in material or workmanship. Everything about the plan is easy: There’s no deductible. It’s
honored at every authorized Kawasaki dealer nationwide. It’s transferable to another owner with no fee. Just ask your dealer how
you can buy additional coverage of 12, 24 or 36 months. Depending on the model and plan purchased. FL Lic #65500, Kawasaki
Motors Corp., U.S.A., PO Box 25252, Santa Ana, CA 92799, (949) 770-0400.
KAWASAKI CARES: Always wear protective gear appropriate for the use of this vehicle. Never operate under the influence of
drugs or alcohol. Protect the environment. The Kawasaki MULE™ side x sides are off-highway vehicles only, and are not designed,
equipped or manufactured for use on public streets, roads or highways. Obey the laws and regulations that control the use of your
vehicle. Read Owner’s Manual and all product warnings.

Kawasaki subscribes to the guidelines of Tread Lightly!® a
program dedicated to protecting the great outdoors through
education and fostering responsible enjoyment of public lands.
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